Integrating DNA structure switch with branched hairpins for the detection of uracil-DNA glycosylase activity and inhibitor screening.
The detection of uracil-DNA glycosylase (UDG) activity is pivotal for its biochemical studies and the development of drugs for UDG-related diseases. Here, we explored an integrated DNA structure switch for high sensitive detection of UDG activity. The DNA structure switch containing two branched hairpins was employed to recognize UDG enzyme and generate fluorescent signal. Under the action of UDG, one branched hairpin was impelled folding into a close conformation after the excision of the single uracil. This reconfigured hairpin could immediately initiate the polymerization/nicking amplification reaction of another branched hairpin accompanying with the release of numerous G-quadruplexes (G4s). In the absence of UDG, the DNA structure switch kept its original configuration, and thus the subsequent polymerization/nicking reaction was inhibited, resulting in the release of few G4 strands. In this work, Thioflavin T was used as signal reporter to target G4s. By integrating the DNA structure switch, the quick response and high sensitivity for UDG determination was achieved and a low detection limit of 0.0001U/mL was obtained, which was superior to the most fluorescent methods for UDG assay. The repeatability of the as-proposed strategy was demonstrated under the concentration of 0.02U/mL and 0.002U/mL, the relative standard deviation obtained from 5 successive samples were 1.7% and 2.8%, respectively. The integrated DNA structure switch strategy proposed here has the potential application for the study of mechanism and function of UDG enzyme and the screening the inhibitors as potential drugs and biochemical tools.